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MW Engineering & Aquatics Spa Spillover Windows provide 
an impressive cascading waterfall effect and unique view into the 
raised spa. These spillover windows are particularly well suited 
to replace aging and deteriorated glass block in your backyard 
pool or spa. These windows also offer an underwater view of 
your children and their friends enjoying an afternoon in your own 
private paradise. These strong rectangular (or custom) windows 
are suitable for installation in any concrete, gunite or shotcrete 
pool. The window is waterproofed and secured with an acrylic 
modified concrete cut into the spillway concrete wall. For an 
added effect, these windows can also be used with decorative 
lighting in the wall between the raised spa and pool. The ability 
to observe what is going on beneath the water’s surface has 
gained popularity in recent years. Not long ago underwater 
windows were an expensive and complicated component found 
only in the most exclusive facilities, you can now afford to enjoy 
this aquatic feature in your own backyard.  
 
MW Engineering Underwater Windows are designed and tested 
by Registered Professional Engineers and constructed from High 
Performance Cell-Cast Acrylic Sheets. The window system 
consists of integral anchoring tabs that provide rigid attachment 
to the wall structure. The window glazing system consists of a 
thick acrylic/polycarbonate material secured to the spillway wall 
with a proprietary polymeric concrete retaining system to ensure 
a completely watertight installation. All windows are shipped fully 
assembled, sealed and ready for field installation.  
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FEATURES 

 Cell-Cast Acrylic 

 Exceptional Clarity 

 Weather Resistant 

 High Performance 

 Long Service Life 

 Fully Assembled 

 Ready for Installation 
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MW Engineering, Inc. 
6810 North State Road 7, Coconut Creek Florida, 33073 

 

For more information please call: 954-617-8143 

Visit: UnderWaterWindows.net or Email: Sales@MwEngineering.net 


